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Intel® Rack Scale Design
Logical architecture for efficiently building and managing cloud infrastructure—and providing the simplest path to a software defined data center.

Increase performance per TCO$ & accelerate cloud adoption
- Open Logical Reference Architecture
- Modular scalable management architecture
- Comprehends Hardware, Firmware and Management Software
- Compliance and Interop program in the works
Simplified Platform Management

Resource Pooling

New Memory/Storage Hierarchies, new Technologies

New Era of Agility

Efficiency, Agility, Optimized

Reduce TCO

Maximize resource utilization

Solve the Storage Bottleneck

Heterogeneous Composition

Evolution of Rack Scale Design
Manageability for RSD
RSD Management Software Framework

- Asset & location discovery
- Disaggregated resource management
- Composable system support
- Support compute, network, and storage
- Built using DMTF† Redfish™

Comprehensive management architecture
RSD Manageability Standards

- Intel® Rack Scale Design manageability interfaces are based on Redfish™
  - Pod Manager (PODM) API
  - Rack Manager (RMM) API
  - Pooled System Manager (PSME) API
- Redfish™ has two parts
  - Interface specification (HTTP, JSON, OData)
  - Resource models for manageability
- Manageability Models
  - DMTF – physical platform, compute
  - SNIA – networked storage and Storage Service (Swordfish)
  - IETF – network devices and services (YANG-to-Redfish)
• Rack Scale and OCP directions are well aligned
• OCP hardware can be managed using Rack Scale Management API
• OCP hardware with RSD support available from RSD partners
RSD Future Considerations
Intel® RSD Telemetry Overview

- Support Inband and Out-of-band (OOB) telemetry
- Built using Redfish extensions for Telemetry
- Feed relevant RSD telemetry to analytics at Orchestration layer
- Comprehends power, performance, security, thermal, utilization and location
- Hierarchical metric collection and representation in events and APIs
Intel® RSD Telemetry Flow

**RSD Inband Telemetry**

**RSD Out-of-band Telemetry**

**RSD Pod Manager**

Orchestrator
Workload Placement and Resource allocation

RSD Pod Manager re-provisions HW and system resources

REPORTING

CONTROL

Analytics
Intel® RSD Pooled NVM Express* Controller

- Builds on the momentum of NVM Express over Fabric* (NVMe-oF*)
- Enable disaggregation of PCIe NVMe* devices
- Support higher radix pooling
- Assign storage to Compute or Storage nodes based on workload demand
- Intel® RSD complements NVMe-oF* by
  - Supporting discovery and management of manage NVMe-oF* devices.
  - Enables add/removal of NVMe* devices/subsystems to a host
  - Improved security by separation of in-band and management networks
  - Allows QoS policies across composed NVMe* devices
Intel® Rack Scale Pooled NVM Express* Controller - Example

- Intel® Rack Scale Design pooled systems management engine configures NVMe over Ethernet Targets
- Intel® Rack Scale Design Pod manager composes the required platform by binding NVMe targets to hosts
- Pod manager handles QOS to the NVMe over Ethernet traffic
- Pod manger monitors drive health
Composable Power using RSD
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Summary

• Rack Scale and OCP directions are well aligned

• OCP hardware can be managed using Rack Scale Management API

• Rack Scale Firmware / Software reference available online - http://www.intel.com/IntelRSD

Visit the Intel booth (A5) to learn more and see the Intel® Rack Scale Design demo.
Intel® Rack Scale Design Aligned Ecosystem
Common management framework and telemetry supports ecosystem partner requirements to develop a range of platforms and solutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Companies/Standards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OEMs/ODMs/TEMs*</td>
<td>Hewlett Packard Enterprise, Inspur, Microsemi, QCT, Supermicro, Dell EMC, Ericsson, HUAWEI, Lenovo, NEC, Radisys, Wiwynn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISVs/OSVs*</td>
<td>American Megatrends, Canonical, VMware, Cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry initiatives/Standards*</td>
<td>OpenStack, Open Compute Project, DMTF, Open Data Center Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End Users/POCs*^</td>
<td>Baidu, SK telecom, SoftBank, Tencent, Yahoo!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Other names and brands may be claimed as property of others. ^Contact your local Intel representative for POC information.
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